1. Questions
   - brainstormed questions
   - chose 5 questions to research
   - Questions:
     1. ______________________________________________________
     2. ______________________________________________________
     3. ______________________________________________________
     4. ______________________________________________________
     5. ______________________________________________________
     6. Where in the ahupua`a (Uka, Kula, Kai) can we find your topic?
     7. What other parts/people of the ahupua`a are connected to your topic?

2. Research
   - made notecards
     - used words or phrases, do not use complete sentences
     - used one question per card (see sample)
     - wrote down resource you got your information from

3. Hawaiian Dinner
   - created a display for Hawaiian dinner
4. Wrote report which answers your questions

- included introduction and conclusion
- included at least one paragraph per question
  - used your own words
  - included accurate information
- typed
  - used correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar
- edited with teacher
- included bibliography

***This report will be the text for your web-site on your topic***